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Welcome to the July edition of Hearing Eye!
At the time of writing it’s the World Cup and
Wimbledon season so you may be glued to
the TV or even watching live! I’m not a sports
fan but I love the sense of hope and euphoria
that it creates. Shouts of encouragement at
the TV, cheers when our team wins or groans
when they lose; wild celebrations if and when
we get through to the final! All
these are reminiscent of the
support, joy, hope and celebration
we share in our wonderful God and
the journey He has called us on
both individually and in Open Ears.
In 1 Corinthians 12 Paul describes
us as a body with its many parts all
equally honoured, all contributing,
mourning or celebrating together and this seems such an apt
description of Open Ears with our mutual experience of coping
with hearing loss or having a heart to help. We are a body and
it is a great privilege to be able to share our joys, struggles,
humorous moments and experiences together via Hearing Eye.
So I hope you will enjoy this edition with its rich mix of news,

personal stories, humour, mini articles, tips, prayer calendar,
puzzle page and even a little go at fiction!
Remember, your contributions really count for Hearing Eye to
be a true reflection of the things that matter to us or inspire us.
Please don’t discount yourself as your reflections, poems,
cartoons or shared experiences could be just what is needed to
encourage someone or bring a smile. Email me at
tracywriter@btinternet.com or send by post to Christine Pitts
at the Open Ears address on the back page.
In the meantime, be inspired, be amused, be challenged and
helped by this edition. Many thanks to all who have contributed
and to Mary for proof reading it and Christine for sending it out.
Enjoy the sun and whether you are going away or spending the
summer at home I pray you will be blessed this summer!
Tracy Williamson

An Important Advert
Can you help?
Open Ears needs new Committee members
And a new Minutes Master
If you have been blessed by Open Ears would you
like to join the Committee, (meeting quarterly)
and offer your gifts that we can become even
more effective?
Or could you take notes for us at Committee
meetings to create the Minutes?
If not you, do you know someone else who may
be suitable?
For more info please contact Christine Pitts.
We’d love to hear from you.
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Celebrating
A wonderful Open Ears Break at Ammerdown
At the beginning of May,
twenty of us travelled to
Ammerdown Christian
Centre near Bath in
Somerset for a 5-day
break. With Rev Gill
Nicholls as our speaker we
had a glorious time
together. The combination
of the lovely venue, fun and
fellowship, together with
inspired teaching from Gill
and worship from Marilyn Baker made it a real feast. Here are some
comments people made:
“a caring, loving atmosphere”, “wonderful, mutual caring
provision of communication support”, “great teaching, serene
surroundings, amazing speaker”, “everyone keeping an eye out
for everyone else and helping where they could”, “A safe place
to share or confide”, “OE such a family! Stress of trying to
follow conversations is removed”…..

We praise God for the way He blessed us and for the wonderful way
that Gill, together with her husband Colin, ministered to us so
powerfully. Here are some reflections from Gill herself as it was her
first encounter with an Open Ears group, although hopefully not her
last!
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Gill says about her Ammerdown experience:
It’s always daunting to be asked to speak to a
group of folk you don’t know, in a place you’ve
never been. But when you are blessed with hearing
and sight and you are speaking to those who are
not, the challenge goes up a few notches!!
It was an amazing week. There was so much love
and support flowing among the participants. The
staff couldn’t do enough for us, but in an
unobtrusive way. The food was excellent. But for me it was a time
above all, of experiencing God’s presence with us. I so love being in
His presence and long for more and more don’t you?
Preparing felt a bit like doing a jigsaw when you don’t have a picture.
Gradually over the weeks the pieces
came together and I began to realise
that when one of our senses doesn’t
work so well, often others are
heightened. So I began to look at
creative ways to enhance talks with
images. Then Tracy reminded me, that
some who were coming were visually
impaired. So….back to the drawing
board. That leaves smell, taste and touch.
Three of my puzzle pieces were:1. “THE WOMAN WHO TOUCHED THE HEM OF JESUS’ GARMENT”.
2. “THE WOMAN WHO POURED OUT EXPENSIVE SPIKENARD OVER
JESUS AND THE FRAGRANCE FILLED THE ROOM. ALL WHO
WANTED TO WERE ANOINTED WITH SPIKENARD”.
3. “TASTE AND SEE THAT THE LORD IS GOOD.” COMMUNION WITH
THE AROMA OF FRESH BAKED BREAD FILLING THE ROOM AND
THEN SHARING IT AMONGST US AS WE REMEMBERED.

Add to that Jesus walking on the water and reflecting on our own
journey of faith and the ways in which he has called us to trust him
and step out of the place of safety and comfort. Those of you who
know Tracy will know that she doesn’t let you stay safe, but then she
has never been one to stay safe herself. One of the most moving
moments of the week for me was watching her dance, it was so
beautiful. BUT when you know she can’t hear the music and has
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problems with balance then it is breath taking. Bless you Trace and
thank you.
I said one of the most moving because it
was a privilege to see the response when
everyone was given the opportunity to reach
out and touch the tassels of the prayer shawl
that my husband Colin wore….when the
challenge was given to press into the
presence of Jesus and not just watch from
the edge, to touch with faith to receive your
deepest longing. Also at Communion when
at the opportunity to receive prayer for
healing nearly everyone came. Holy
moments which I won’t forget. Lord you are
SOOOOOOOOO good!
Ammerdown was a very precious few days, ones I won’t forget in a
hurry. Those of you who came were a real joy and challenge to me.
Thank you for all you taught me and all you shared with me. Thank
you for coming hungry to receive more from Jesus. THANK YOU
JESUS for being so powerfully present with us.

Tracy Williamson and Gill Nicholls

For a smile. . .
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In The Spotlight
Following our introduction of this feature in the Spring edition we are
pleased to “shine the spotlight” this time on our Chairperson, Marylin
Kilsby. As before, it will be in the form of an interview with me
asking questions (in blue) and Marylin’s replies.

T: Marylin when did you join Open Ears Committee and what
drew you to be part of this work?
M: Many years ago, I was sent a newsletter from what was then
called the Hard of Hearing Christian Fellowship. However, at that
point, I had a busy job and didn’t feel able to commit to joining an
organisation.
After I retired in October 2010, I was able to give more time to my
interests, so I joined the Committee shortly after that.
T: Had you been part of Open Ears before that, e.g. by coming
to the breaks?
M: I don’t think I had come to any breaks at that time. However, I
had started receiving Hearing Eye, so I must have been in contact
with someone!
T: What is your present role in Open Ears Committee and
what do you love about that role?
M: I have been Chair of the Committee since January 2015. I
never, ever sought a leadership role but it kind of evolved as our
previous and sadly missed Chair, the late Don Mason, had
increasing problems with his health. Being Chair of such a lovely
group as Open Ears is a real privilege. The Committee is truly God6

given and each person has a definite role and gifting. We all blend
together so well! My favourite thing about being Chair is seeing
Open Ears go forward and develop. It’s a real encouragement to be
part of a growing organisation which is moving in, I believe, the
direction in which God wants us to go – and going deeper into Him,
too.
T: Are you hearing impaired yourself? How has that affected
you in your life and faith?
M: Yes. I was born with a syndrome which includes a hearing loss
which is now of a severe to profound level in my left ear. My right
ear doesn’t have any useful hearing. My balance is affected. I also
have a sight impairment which, although not severe, can be a bit of
a nuisance. I’m fortunate in my current church as I belong to the
Deaf group, having learnt British Sign Language (BSL) when I was
teaching. We have a BSL interpreter at the Sunday morning
services. However, I have also known what it’s like to sit in a small
group and not have a clue as to what’s going on. Many years ago, I
realised that I will always hear what the Lord wants me to hear in a
meeting or service, which definitely reduces the frustration level.
T: I believe you are retired now but what was your field of
work? Did you enjoy it?
M: Virtually all my professional life was spent working with people
who are deaf or hard of hearing. I was a teacher of deaf children,
then a social worker with deaf people and, for the last sixteen years,
I worked for an organisation of and for deafblind people. My role
there evolved into a managing a small team and also working with
people who have Usher syndrome, which is a form of acquired deaf
blindness. There were lots that I enjoyed about my working life. I’m
a problem solver who likes people, so social work and working with
deafblind people gave real job satisfaction. I love travel and was
able to visit several countries during my most recent employment.
T: How long have you been a Christian? Has that influenced
the choices you've made in life?
M: Almost fifty years! Becoming a Christian when I was 21 and
feeling a failure totally revolutionised my life. It has certainly
influenced my decisions. Knowing that God’s plans for my life are
good and that He will guide, provide and protect me makes all the
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difference. We all face challenges, of course, but God is there and
He will see us through.
T: What excites you about God and your relationship with
Him?
M: That He’s the King of kings and Creator of the universe, yet He
listens to each one of our smallest concerns and is our loving
Father. Jesus sits at the right hand of the Father in heaven praying
for each one of us and His Holy Spirit dwells within us. I could go
on…
T: What are your hopes as you look to the future?
M: For Open Ears – that deaf and hard of hearing people will feel
part of us, part of their church and be able to minister to others.
Many Christians with hearing loss are so isolated, even within their
church. For myself, I pray that I will do God’s will and be able to
bless others. I do like travelling and loved Australia, so a dream
would be able to see more of Oz!

Open Ears Holiday 2019
At Spring Harvest, Harrogate

Following an exhilarating visit to
Spring Harvest, Harrogate this year
together with Marilyn Baker, I am
thrilled that Open Ears have decided
to take a group for the 2019
conference. I found it wonderful to
be part of such a passionate
worshipping community. The
teaching was challenging and it was
a joy to make new friends and meet old ones.
There was full BSL interpretation in the main meetings with the
possibility of signers helping at seminars too. I do not use BSL but
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sat in that area and so was able to see the screen which was
amazing.

In 2019 we are planning for there
to be STT (Speech to Text) as
well as BSL, which will make it
all the more worthwhile.

Harrogate Spring Harvest is held in the convention centre and
Harrogate itself is a beautiful spa town full of culture, history and
lovely cafés such as Betty’s tea rooms!!

For 2019, Open Ears have booked a number of rooms at
the Crown Plaza Hotel which is right next door to the
centre and so will offer a wonderful oasis for relaxed
times together or rest between sessions. Open Ears is
subsidising the rooms which we have booked for bed,
breakfast and evening meal. The cost will now be £350
per room so if you can share it will be much cheaper.
Do consider taking this opportunity to join us at Spring Harvest 2019.
We have enclosed a booking form with details of how to book the
conference itself which you need to do personally and which is
booked separately to the accommodation.
If you book the conference in the next couple of weeks you will
get the early bird discount, so don’t delay! We then book the
accommodation for you so just fill in the booking form and
return to us with your deposit.

We really look forward to seeing you there!
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It’s puzzle time!
Time to put your feet up, relax, have a nice cuppa and cake
and tackle the puzzle which this time is a Sudoku puzzle!

If you’ve never done this before –
Sudoku is a puzzle in which the missing numbers are to be
added into a 9 by 9 grid of squares which are subdivided into 3
by 3 boxes so that every row, every column, and every box
contains the numbers 1 through 9 without repetition..

Have a go and enjoy! You may even become
addicted!
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Celebrating Achievement
The following story (used by permission) shows the potentially
devastating effects of the isolation caused by deafness. Lisa has
been able to step out of that dark place – an inspiring achievement
which she credits to her Hearing Dog,
Inca but which is also testament to her
own great courage and heart for others.
I met Lisa some years ago when we
discovered that Inca and my own
Hearing Dog Goldie are siblings! It was

lovely to meet them both and I am
thrilled she has been awarded the
MBE and feel inspired by her story
to step out more myself to help
others affected by disability.
Anything is possible with Inca at my side
Lisa Baldock’s Story
Congratulations to Lisa Baldock (and hearing
dog Inca), who received an MBE for her work
in disabilities services. We are so proud of
Lisa - and of course Inca - who have come a
long way together to reach this amazing
achievement. Read their story below:
Lisa said:
“Life was very bleak for me before my hearing dog Inca. I became a
recluse, staying at home and not venturing far, which gave me
severe anxiety and depression. I had no confidence to do anything. I
lost the will to socialise and to live. I found communicating with
others really hard. Hearing loss is a hidden disability so constantly
reminding others was exhausting. I had given up hope, and felt like I
was sinking in the sand.
Deafness can also be scary at times. You can't see hearing loss and
we do not always hear or see incidents to enable us to be safe. We
are always on edge, worrying we are missing something. It can
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really fuel a person’s anxiety – especially at night-time or in public
places.
During my career, I experienced so many changes to roles and line
managers that I was constantly facing barriers. It was so difficult
explaining myself all the time. The deterioration I faced impacted not
just my working life, but also my general wellbeing. I found that I
became frustrated, depressed and isolated.
In 2012 Hearing Dogs partnered me with my hearing dog. Inca has
changed my life, not just because she alerts me to sounds, but
because she has given me confidence. She is always by my side
and helps me to be more positive.
These last two years have been incredibly amazing with her. I have
progressed in my career because she has given me the confidence
to grow. Inca has stayed by my
side when I’ve been travelling
across the country in my quest to
make the workplace more inclusive
for all. “Inca loves meeting people
which encourages me to interact
with others. When we are travelling
on public transport, which usually
causes me huge anxiety, she stands by my side. I know I can
achieve now, I have come so far since having her.”
Since being paired with Inca, Lisa – who works at the Department
for Work and Pensions – has been on a quest to make the
workplace more inclusive for all, including those with hearing loss.
Lisa has used her experience of being deaf to help many others, by
improving workplace practices for people who are deaf or disabled.
This included setting up the Disability Passport which gives tips to
managers so they can understand the needs of their employees.
As recognition of Lisa and Inca's hard work and huge success, Lisa
has been awarded an MBE for services to People with Disabilities in
Public Service.
Lisa explained:
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“My work is within Department for Work and Pensions HR and
business support. I look at finding solutions for staff with disabilities.
I supported the design to the disability passport - which is now used
civil service wide. I am now working hard to network this UK wide, to
support managers in improving awareness of hearing loss and
disabilities.
“Receiving an MBE was a huge surprise. I cried when I got the letter,
I was overwhelmed. The work I did was never for me, but the people
who needed a voice. I have been lucky to have such fantastic
support from great leaders and mentors who have empowered me to
do well. I always wanted to make a difference, I want to inspire
people to never give up
hope.
My life is so much better
with Inca. She gives me the support I need to be more independent.
She guides me safely to sounds I may not hear. My depression and
anxiety are so much better too. I finally feel safe. My future is not so
bleak anymore and my outlook is more
positive. I now believe that anything is
possible with Inca by my side.
To everyone who supports Hearing Dogs
and they work they do – thank you so
much for your kind support. It really will
make a huge difference and change deaf
people's lives.” Sarah O'Brien
© NADP

Important Notice
From the beginning of August we have a new
phone number and contact person – Roy Spiller.
For all Open Ears enquiries

07396 236214
(text or voice call)
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Mike and Fiona Smith’s Nepal News
We continue to rejoice that we can share in the support of the
great work of the International Nepal Fellowship and its work to
raise awareness of the needs of deaf people and to treat the
various conditions that are causing hearing loss. This work is
unique and it is so vital we keep praying and giving into it as it
is having a dynamic effect.
Dear family and friends,
Thank you very much for your super emails, encouragement,
support and prayers. A lot has happened since we last wrote!
One of the answers to prayer was in February when our visas were
renewed, as was Mike’s Nepal Medical Council registration, which
allows him to do clinical work.
Here are some recent highlights:
•

•

WHO World Hearing Day Rally
on 3rd March with 200 people,
and an educational programme
at the Ear Centre at Green
Pastures. Many student nurses
and pupils from a deaf school
attended.
Otology training day for 16
doctors from Pokhara and
Kathmandu at the Ear Centre.
• 1 day ear check camp in
a village near Pokhara where
145 people were seen.
• Financial help from EAN
(Ear Aid Nepal) for a child
needing a cochlear implant.
• Employment of new
staff, some nurses already
selected and other posts have been advertised, such as
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primary ear care workers for community. All will need
training.

Some other things ahead of us in Nepal this year:
•

•
•

Developing a programme to screen babies for hearing loss.
We think about one baby is born deaf each week or two in
our main local hospital. Then how to help them.
Running more training seminars and courses.
Ensuring adequate access, care and follow up for the
poorest and most needy.

We are writing this at Eastertime and have been touched again by
the amazing truth of the cross and the resurrection, as we join our
Nepali fellow believers in various services at church (4 in 3 days,
including 6 am!). We are only able to be here and do this work
because of our faith and the encouragement and prayers of all of
you, thank you! With love from, Fiona and Mike

Please Pray for ChurchEar
Our offering from the Ammerdown break went to ChurchEar. They
are our European fellow workers amongst the deaf and will soon be
holding their biennial conference in Strasbourg, France. None of our
members are able to attend, but we do want to support them so it
was a joy to give them the offering and we will pray for them during
their conference 13th -17th September 2018.

More news of ChurchEar in the October edition.
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Open Ears 15 day prayer diary

‘The prayer of a righteous person is
powerful and effective’
Let’s join hearts together again to pray for the
things we hold dear in our loved ones, in
Open Ears and in National and Global
situations. You have been made righteous in God’s eyes and your
prayers touch Heaven. He calls you to partner with Him in prayer.
Sunday
Pray that in our churches or if at home that we will all
encounter with God and our leaders will be anointed and inspired.
Monday
Pray for Christine Pitts who has recently had a
cochlear implant operation, that the switch on (26th July) will go
smoothly and Chris will know the joy of hearing more sounds in the
coming weeks.
Tuesday
Pray for Theresa May and the Government as they
work through this time of turmoil in parliament and that God’s way
and purposes will be fulfilled in our country.
Wednesday Pray for all those enjoying holidays and time spend
with family and friends over the summer. Pray that even with our
hearing losses we will be able to make good connections with those
around us and to be rested and refreshed.
Thursday
Pray for the Thai boys and their coach. Praise the
Lord for their miraculous rescue but pray for all trauma and any
physical effects to be healed.
Friday
Pray for those of us whose hearing is deteriorating
and feel we cannot do or enjoy the things we used to do. Pray for
peace and new openings.
Saturday
Pray for Marylin Kilsby that she will know God’s
wisdom as she leads Open Ears, for Mary Bucknall in her role as
vice chair and for Julia Chapman as she deals with all the finances.
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Sunday
Pray that the Lord will bring the right people to join us
on Committee and to be minutes master. For the new website as it
is made ready for launch in the Autumn and the new publicity leaflet
that God will anoint their use in the future to open up new contacts.
Monday
Praise the Lord for His blessing on Ammerdown and
pray He will enable some of us to come to Spring Harvest and the
second OE break next year.
Tuesday
Pray for Susanne, Victor, and their children Nadine
and Dominic that His protection, provision and blessing will be over
them all as a family. Pray for all the children and young people in
our families that they will come to know the Lord and live for Him.
Wednesday Pray for the ongoing work of INF (Nepal) and
ChurchEar, that God will provide and bless all those involved and
give them all the wisdom they need to further their ministries.
Thursday
Pray for Janet Andrews in her ongoing battle with
cancer that the Lord will keep her in His wonderful peace and
freedom from pain. She is amazing. May He bring to her all the
support she needs at this time.
Friday
Pray for all of us in Open Ears who are alone. May
you bring friendships and supportive people around any that feel
particularly vulnerable or without purpose.
Saturday
Pray for Tracy for anointing as she plans and creates
each Hearing Eye and for Mary as she proof reads and Chris as she
deals with the huge job of sending it out.
Sunday

Let’s share this prayer together

Our Father in Heaven, hallowed by Thy name
Thy kingdom come, Thy will be done on earth as it is in Heaven.
Give us this day our daily bread and forgive us our sins
As we forgive those who sin against us.
Lead us not into temptation but deliver us from evil,
For thine is the Kingdom, the power and the glory
Forever and ever, amen.
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In fond remembrance
Michael Brown 1933-2017
We were sorry to hear the news that Michael
Brown from Brighton had passed away last
year.
He was born profoundly deaf, and he also
battled physical disability. He worked for the
Church Commissioners in London all his
working life, retiring in 1998. He was a true
Anglican and a deeply spiritual man. He loved
the remote Scottish island of Iona and
journeyed there several times for retreats.
His quiet gentle presence will be missed by
those who had the privilege to know him.
Mary Bucknall.

Amazing Joy
A short story based on the widow of Nain (Luke 7:11-16)
The oppressive noise of the crowds and heat of the sun beat upon
Tamai’s head as she stumbled, following the bier that contained the
remnants of her last hopes for this world.
So long she had sat watching over Benjamin as the fever raged
through his body. Surely he could not die? He was her everything,
her hope, her future. Days turned into nights and she lost count of
the hours as she sat like a rock by his side, heedless of the fierce
heat of the day and cold of the night, her raking thirst and deep
down hunger. It was life she was hungry for. What was the point of
food when all she loved was being stolen from her? She’d sat
through this same nightmare only two years ago with Simon. How
her heart had broken then. How could he, so gentle and strong, be
taken away from her? Yet he had gone, her prayers unanswered,
just like they were unanswered again now.
The shrieking cries of the professional wailers tore into her as she
pushed through the throngs of onlookers, hands before her like a
blind person. “Let them wail and hit their breasts”, she muttered.
“No one really cares. I’m alone in this world and they blame me...”
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At first the neighbours had come regularly to sit with her in her vigil.
They brought daily gifts of herbs, bread, raisin cakes. They swept
her home and chattered as Benjamin writhed and moaned, the
sweat pouring from him like a stream.
But one day she’d caught them murmuring together behind their
veils, glancing at her furtively and whispering. She’d caught the tail
of their muttered words “husband”, “son”, “evil eye”, and knew what
they were saying. It was her fault, they all believed it. That was why
they’d come, not to help or comfort but to judge and condemn. And
they were right. They had to be, why else hadn’t God answered her
prayers? She was cursed and evil. And yet, she had loved so
much. What was so evil with loving? Why had God abandoned her
like this? How would she survive now?
Head down and the dry tears convulsing her throat, Tamai was
barely aware that they’d come to a sudden halt as they went through
the gate. But she did notice that the shrill wail of the mourners had
stopped, stopped abruptly. There was an unearthly hush where just
moments before there’d been the cacophony of crowds, carriages,
goats, beggars, children….
As she stood there, too exhausted and despairing to even look up,
she sensed an easing of the stifling pressure of bodies all around
her. As if people were moving away, a path opening.
Curious at last she looked up.
Tamai sensed more than saw the brushing of the man’s sleeve as
he moved near. He stopped and turned to look at her and in that
fleeting glimpse she suddenly knew she’d seen true kindness,
kindness like she’d never known before. He bent his head and
whispered and something savage and rocklike inside her began to
melt as she heard him say “Don’t cry”, and in that moment she knew
she would survive.
But even so, impossible was her belief when she watched him leave
her side and walk towards the bier where Benjamin lay. In the
strange stillness, with everyone frozen and staring, he reached his
hand forward speaking softly but firmly. Reaching out to touch, to
touch her son.
With a cry she made to surge forward. No one could touch
Benjamin. He was hers, hers. No one would hurt him, she wouldn’t
let them! But even as she cried out her words froze on her lips as
she watched with incredulity the wrappings on the bier move and
break apart. A murmur passing through the crowd became a cry, a
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moan of disbelief, of wonder, and of awed hope as the inert, rigid
form of her beloved son sat
up and eyes blinking in
confusion gazed through
the crowd and fixed on her
face.
“Mother” he said, not a
croak, not a whisper but a
glad call strong and real.
And with a cry of joy, tears
at last pouring down her
face, Tamai ran forward to embrace him. She knew now that her
prayers had been answered. That God did care. And didn’t just care
but acted. No longer was she Tamai of the evil eye, but Tamai of
unbelievable joy and answered prayer. And as those who had
cursed her danced and celebrated, Tamai joined hands with her
precious son and bowing before Jesus, worshipped.
Tracy Williamson
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